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Interpretation

Given the current Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, and considering this
is an exceptional circumstance, is it possible to have more flexibility in terms of
the optional distribution of Fairtrade Premium in cash to workers?
Yes. To minimize the spread of the disease and to mitigate any negative economic impact
on workers and their families, until 31st December 2020 it will be possible:
-

For the Fairtrade Premium Committee (FPC) in agreement with the company, to
increase the distribution of the Fairtrade Premium in cash distribution to up to
100% of total Fairtrade Premium without making a formal request to the
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-

-

certification body before the cash distribution takes place. As the food security
and access of other essential necessities may be limited with the spread of
COVID-19, in-kind disbursements of consumable goods are also possible.
The FPC defines the beneficiaries of these disbursements and strives to benefit
all workers equally. Trade union/elected worker representatives need to be
actively consulted in advance and allowed at least two days to provide comments.
If equal distribution amongst workers of these cash and/or in-kind disbursements
is not possible, agreement from the trade union/elected worker representatives is
required.
Once a General Assembly (GA) of workers is possible, the GA needs to ratify the
Premium use retroactively.
The company needs to inform FLOCERT before the disbursements are made by
filling this template and sending it to their certification contact. This information will
help Fairtrade to have an overview of the distribution of Fairtrade Premium under
these exceptional circumstances. The certification body will not charge any fees
for processing this information.

Affected
standard
requirements

Interpretation

Can the current coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic be considered an
unexpected event to have more flexibility in terms of decision making on Premium
use?
Yes. The guidance in requirement 2.1.16 highlights the circumstances under which the
Fairtrade Development Plan may need to be changed in between General Assemblies
(GA) of workers.
If the Fairtrade Premium Committee (FPC) identifies investments to minimize the spread
of the disease and/or to mitigate any potential negative effects on workers and their
families, it is possible to make these Premium investments without prior GA of workers’
approval, according to the following guidance:
-

For the FPC to invest Fairtrade Premium in goods/projects that help to minimize
the spread of the disease and any negative economic impact on workers and their
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families (for example hygiene awareness campaigns and purchases of protective
requirement like face masks). This flexibility does not exempt the companies from
the normal duties to protect the health of the workers and provide a safe
environment for their work, nor can the Premium be used for the company to meet
their legal obligations. For guidance on basic protective measures against the
COVID-19 outbreak please consult the information provided by the World Health
Organization.
The FPC defines the beneficiaries of these goods/projects and strives to benefit
all workers equally. The FPC is encouraged to actively consult with trade
union/elected worker representatives in advance.
The FPC is required to document the changes in the Fairtrade Premium Plan.
Once a GA of workers is possible, the GA needs to explain the changes and ratify
the Premium use retroactively.
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